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Library and Information Science in the Middle East
and North Africa
2016-07-11

this volume offers up to date insights into the state of library and information science
lis in the middle east and north africa covered topics include information literacy
intellectual property lis education and research publishing and more this timely
contribution thus presents vital areas of research on a region that receives relatively
little coverage and is currently experiencing rapid and significant changes

Catalog of the Middle East Institute Library
1984

middle east sources provides an invaluable resource for the busy librarian student or
scholar with middle eastern interests it aims to guide readers to the major collections
of books and other materials on the subject in the uk and ireland as well as to some
lesser known but nonetheless interesting collections in smaller libraries entries are
fully up to date and include information on addresses including telephone fax and e
mail details brief descriptions of collections held along with references to relevant
catalogue material and other directories the guide also highlights the extent of
collections and gives help in accessing the melcom area specialisation scheme mass
designation of the collections is also included where relevant

Libraries and Information in the Middle East
1993

this multi volume set of reissued classics brings together a collection of titles that
touch on many key aspects of the history of the middle east from the early explorers
of arabia to the 1979 revolution in iran via histories of places as varied as the uae and
zanzibar the analysis of nazi policies towards the arab east and a close reading of the
territorial foundations of the gulf states the books collected here form a wide ranging
and eclectic study of the history of the region

Accessions List, Middle East
1984

this comprehensive work compiled by a group of thirty leading scholars provides a
listing of the most significant books and articles in the field of iranian studies each of
its chapters which deal with history religion philosophy science geography language



art and the social sciences is prefaced by a brief introduction and in many cases
includes a short evaluation of the contents of individual items listed the book also
features an epilogue listing important reference works on the iranian revolution and
surveys of general bibliographical material

Middle East Materials in United Kingdom and Irish
Libraries
1983

this nine volume set provides an overview of many aspects of middle eastern
language and literature these books range from discussions of the arabic language
and its publications to translations of some of the region s most important early
works to a survey of folk tales and modern literature

Middle East Sources
2013-11-19

drawing on a vast expertise the authors of the books in this collection each present a
different aspect of the society of a variety of middle eastern countries for analysis
they examine among other topics the formation of new states from tribal beginnings
the impact of oil and war population movements education human rights and
urbanisation together these books form an essential reference collection

Catalog of the Middle East Institute Library
1984

explains the beliefs texts and festivals of judaism christianity and islam and describes
how they are practiced in the middle east

Arabic Collection: Aziz S. Atiya Library for Middle
East Studies
1968

authors in this anthology examine why the middle east is a conflict area and how to
facilitate peace in the region issues discussed include oil profits sanctions against
iraq and the arab israeli dispute



Arabic Collection, Aziz S. Atiya Library for Middle
East Studies
1971

this almanac explores the motivations and historical events that have contributed to
the conflicts in the middle east since the end of world war i in 1918

Routledge Library Editions: History of the Middle
East
2021-08-25

this 1787 two volume revised french second edition gives an important account of
travels in ottoman egypt and the syrian region

The Middle East
1984

this selection of papers by scholarly specialists offers an introduction to the history of
the book and book culture in west asia and north africa from antiquity to the 20th
century the flourishing and long lived manuscript tradition is discussed in its various
aspects social and economic as well as technical and aesthetic the very early but
abortive introduction of printing long before gutenberg and the eventual belated
acceptance of the printed book and the development of print culture are explored in
further groups of papers cultural aesthetic technological religious social political and
economic factors are all considered throughout the volume although the articles
reflect the predominance in the area of muslim books arabic persian and turkish the
hebrew syriac and armenian contributions are also discussed the editor s introduction
provides a survey of the field from the origins of writing to the modern literary and
intellectual revivals

Arab-Islamic Bibliography
1977

designed to meet the pressing need for a lucid comprehensive and objective overview
of the people events and documents that are key to understanding the region



Middle East, the Strategic Hub
1978

although the arabian peninsula is the heartland of islam and of the arab world for
decades it did not receive the attention it deserves from scholars and writers the
school of oriental and african studies university of london and the middle east centre
of st antony s college oxford jointly organized a series of seminars culminating in a
conference at which the papers in this volume first published in 1972 were discussed
together they constitute an authoritative statement of our present knowledge of
several areas of the peninsula with particular emphasis on the gulf states three
chapters trace the history of oman from pre islamic times to the recent past and in so
doing emphasize the theme of continuing conflict between sultan and imam other
chapters examine the gulf and the peninsula from the standpoint of inter arab and of
international relations the third section of the book is devoted to a discussion of the
increasing rate of social change in the area and the final section deals with problems
of oil and state and of economic development

The Middle East
1979

designed to meet the pressing need for a lucid comprehensive and objective overview
of the people events and documents that are key to understanding the region

Arab Islamic Bibliography
1977

Bibliographical Guide to Iran
1983

Civilizations of the Middle East-Library
1990-06-01
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2021-06-23

Routledge Library Editions: Society of the Middle
East
2016-04-04

Middle East Studies and Libraries
1980

Religions of the Middle East
2006-12-15

Check List of Serial Publications Dealing with the
Middle East
1968

Collections in British Libraries on Middle Eastern
and Islamic Studies
1981

The Middle East : an Annotated Booklist Based on
the Collections of the Halifax City Regional Library
1984



The Middle East
2003

The Middle East
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Middle East Conflict Reference Library
2005

Middle East, the Strategic Hub, and North Africa
1973

OECD Trade with Middle East
1988

The Middle East
2003-01-01

Voyage en Syrie Et en Égypte Pendant Les Années
1783, 1784 Et 1785:
2013-10-31

The History of the Book in the Middle East
2017-03-02
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2006
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1999

Middle East Oil in United States Foreign Policy
1950

Routledge Library Editions: Politics of the Middle
East
2015-07-20

Middle East and North Africa
1971

Middle East Record
1973-10

The Middle East Conflict Reference Library:
Biographies
2006

Middle Eastern Photographic Collections in the



United Kingdom
1989
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